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Chapter 503 The Old Saying Rings 

True Javier was also worried about this and had hypothesized from another perspective. “If that’s really 

the case, everything makes sense then. Why all the families were attacked simultaneously, and the blow 

hits the nail right on the head, striking where it matters – because it’s a blow coming from within one’s 

family.  

“Why have they been so bold to open fire at all the families simultaneously? It’s because they’re the 

combination of all the families themselves. Others are scared and reverent of us but not them. Not only 

aren’t they scared, but they despise us.”  

Zephiel fell silent after Javier analyzed the issues. He had also thought of this possibility. Even though he 

did not want to admit it, he had to think of the worst-case scenario.  

Many formidable forts had been destroyed from the inside because the insiders knew them the best. 

Forts like these could not be changed easily. The Kerseys, for example, were akin to a fortress. The 

fortress guards renegaded and led the enemy in for an attack.  

True, one could change up the strategy and troops, but the fortress was not something that could be 

altered on short notice. Hence, the guard knew well which part of the fortress was the weak point and 

which part was the easiest to break into…  

“Keep this under wraps first. I’ll get to the bottom of it.”  

Since Javier had given an accurate direction, Zephiel was capable of finding out if Arthur was behind 

this.  

After ending the call, Javier mulled in confusion. He could not understand who was responsible for 

gathering these snakes behind the scenes and forming an alliance with people from all the families. Who 

was this capable of having unified these greedy wolves?  

This person lurking in the shadows must not be simple at all.  

Seven days later…  

The new equipment from Heinfensmirtz Inc. was transported, and the installation took place orderly. 

The police had also gotten to Loretta, but they were obviously slower than Javier since they had had to 

go through multiple procedures.  

It was just that when the police received news from Loretta, they realized that the culprit who had 

orchestrated the whole incident was annihilated and belonged to an illegal international troop. There 

was no way to look further into it, and that troubled the police. It was fortunate that Javier did not 

pursue it and put in new investments, reducing plenty of bureaucratic pressure on the police.  

The vaccine research resumed, and the medicine manufacturing plant went on to work. Everything was 

going smoothly, and Javier was just waiting for Suzanne to produce a new result that would give him the 

ticket to the Lasker Award and let him find his parents.  



Despite that, he did not forget about his uncle, Arthur. The old fox had been keenly investigating, and it 

was not feasible for him to ask. He believed that the old fox would naturally inform him when he found 

something worth noting. Javier was currently having dinner in Hotel Garcia when Audrey came to him.  

Javier scanned her perfect figure lustfully while he asked, “What is it? Your period came last week, and 

you’re so eager to come to me to relieve yourself when it ends today?”  

Audrey glared at him. “Cut the crap. I have something serious to talk to you about. “I’ve gotten much 

closer to Jordan recently, and he’s turning better after what you’ve done. He’s studying medicine, and 

you have Reivaj Hospital, so I was thinking if you could let him do his residency there?”  

Javier answered, “It’s not whether I can or not. The thing with hospitals is that the jobs aren’t 

economical. I don’t mean money but something more important than that-lives. Naturally, I’ll give him 

the opportunity if he excels in medicine. “But if he turns out to be a lousy doctor and I put him in the 

hospital, I’ll be harming the innocent patients.” Audrey quickly waved her hands when Javier brought 

that up. “You don’t have to worry about this. Jordan acted like a delinquent previously, but he’s always 

done well in his studies. He’s also truly quite talented in the medical field. His area of study is coronary 

artery bypass…” Javier had no idea how Audrey remembered all that technical words, but he felt an 

incoming headache just listening about them.  

“Okay, okay. You don’t have to let me know in detail. I’ll ask for a doctor to mentor him.”  

Audrey understood that. The mentor would definitely assess Jordan. If he passed , everyone would be 

happy. If he failed, he could only pack up and leave. This was how things should be, and Audrey fully 

understood it. The hospital must not take its patients’ lives lightly, and those who worked there ought to 

be qualified. She supported Javier’s decision and was thankful he could provide the opportunity to 

Jordan. “You’re…just thanking me so emptily? Doesn’t it lack sincerity?” It had been close to two months 

since Audrey had gotten acquainted with Javier, so it was impossible she did not know what he wanted 

to do. She glared at him again and got up to leave. However, Javier pushed her down by force when she 

got up, and… 

 


